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Creasman
runs on
safety ticket
By Catherine Joyce
Staff Reporter
Pearce Paul Creasman, a sec-
ond-year anthropology and phi-
losophy major, is running for
Student Government president, a
position he already holds, in the
election Thursday, Dec. 13.
Creasman became president after
taking Bret Hall's position when
he resigned in early November.
"I'm interested in politics; I
see it in my future in some way
or another," Creasman said.
His interest in Student
Government comes from want-
ing to know what his money was
being used for.
"I don't understand why peo-
ple don't want to know where
their money is going," he said.
Creasman is running unop-
posed for the position, but said
he wishes he had an opponent.
"I was looking forward to
having competition, but a win is
a win," Creasman said.
He said that he, as well as the
students he represents, will have
an advantage since he has been
in office already.
"I'm going to continue things
I'm working on as well as new
things. This will allow me to
have good continuity," he said.
"Our last few presidents haven't
lasted."
Creasman said a low turnover
is good for Student Government.
"We can actually get things
done," he said. "The office isn't
as effective as it could have been
in the past due to the high
turnover rate of officers."
He has already been working
on correcting the problems that
make up his platform and plans
to continue with this process.
One of these issues is better
lighting on campus.
"A lot of attacks occur from the
dorms to the library. UMaine] is a
safe campus compared to other
places, but it could be safer,"
Creasman said. "I don't think any-
one should be afraid or even timid
to walk around at anytime of the
day.. .We need to make security a
bigger issue on campus."
Creasman said the first step
he took toward getting better
lighting was going to the presi-
dent's executive board meeting
to bring this issue up.
"I can't imagine if we go to the
board meetings they'll ignore us
See PREINDBIT on page 4
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The University Singers lead the audience in holiday carols at the Annual Tree Lighting
Ceremony held at University of Maine President Peter S. Hoff's house Thursday, Dec. 6.
The tree takes up the three-story turret in the historical home.
Hoff's home for the holidays
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
Despite looming finals and a
lack of snow on the ground, the
annual holiday tree lighting held
Thursday, Dec. 6, at President
Peter S. Hoff's house managed to
bring the holiday spirit out in
everyone who came
A large and diverse group of
students and staff gathered for
the lighting, repesenting various
campus groups including
Residence Life, Senior Skulls
and various Greek organizations.
"I came out to get my organi-
zation's name out and to show
my school spirit," Matt Nixon, a
fourth-year student and brother
"We've lost some
beloved friends and
family, but we must
not forget that despite
all of this, we have
had victories."
of Alpha Gamma Rho, said.
Other students said they
came to get in the holiday spirit,
enjoy the free fun and food, or
just to take a break from work to
socialize. For some, it was a
chance to explore a usually off-
limits president's house.
"I honestly just wanted to see
what the president looked like,"
Anna Wilson, a first-year stu-
dent, said.
University of Maine President
Hoff began the evening by giv-
ing a speech from his front
porch. He spoke about the new
meaning of Christmas that he felt
has emerged and reflected on the
troubles of the past year.
"As you know, it's been a
very difficult year for us here on
Sin NNE an papa 4
Orono noise
ordinance
under review
Stricter rules
could hurt club
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
People headed to Ushuaia
dance club on a Saturday night
may soon have to dance to a qui-
eter beat.
A revision of Orono's sound
ordinance is scheduled to be dis-
cussed at tonight's Orono Town
Council meeting. Albert
Dravidzius, Orono's police chief,
will be giving a progress report
on his investigation into having
the ordinance tightened.
The current noise ordinance
sets quiet hours from 10 p.m. to 7
a.m. every day. During these
overnight hours, sounds cannot
go above 50 decibels in most
areas and remain as low as 35
decibels in some areas of town.
Loud music, whether from a
radio or from an instrument, is
not permitted between the hours
of 11 p.n.). and 8 a.m. "Loud" is
defined as being audible from 50
feet outside the building where
the music is being played.
There are exceptions to these
rules, such as public events, like
concerts, school or town dances
and sporting events. These
events will most likely not be
affected if the stricter code pass-
es.
However, places guch as
Ushuaia will most likely feel the
effects.
According to Orono Police
records, multiple calls have been
made this semester to the police
department regarding possible
violations of the present noise
ordinance by Ushuaia. Officers
have asked for the doors to be
shut and the music turned down
on several occasions. One com-
plaint even led to a disorderly
conduct warning for the manager
of the club, Alex Gray.
The new ordinance would
affect the club even more. At
first, due to section 13-55 of the
Orono town ordinances, the club
would not be directly affected
since its commercial use of
sound is already in use.
Eventually, however, the club
would have to follow the guide-
lines and turn the music down.
Students have varied opinions
on this matter.
"We don't own this town.
Om NONE apais 11
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Three killed by friendly
fire
CAMP RHINO, Afghanistan—
Three American soldiers were
killed and 19 others wounded by
"friendly fire" Wednesday, and U.S.
officials warned that the casualty
toll could rise as the hunt for Osaina
bin Laden moves deeper into the
perilous mountains of Afghanistan.
In America's most costly day
of combat yet in Afghanistan,
. three men died when a 2,000-
pound bomb dropped by a U.S.
warplane fell within 100 yards of
the soldiers' position near the last
Taliban stronghold of Kandahar.
President Bush said he regretted
the loss of life, but the U.S. soldiers
"died for a noble and just cause."
The man appointed earlier
Wednesday as Afghanistan's inter-
im prime minister, Pashtun tribal
leader Hamid Karzai, was reported
slightly injured by the same stray
bomb as he led a group of anti-
Taliban fighters near Kandahar.
Israel ceases military
air strikes
JERUSALEM—A Palestinian
suicide bomber triggered a huge
blast Wednesday outside a hotel
where two Israeli cabinet mem-
bers were staying but killed only
himself, apparently because his
bomb detonated prematurely.
But rather than retaliating, Israel
gave Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat a 12-hour respite from two
days of intensive air strikes on his
symbols and strongholds. Israel
said the time-out would test
Arafat's determination to stop the
radical Muslim militants responsi-
ble for a wave of suicide bombings
that now have killed 29 people.
Israel is demanding the arrest of
36 militants that appear on a list
sent to Arafat. Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres took credit for the
initiative, which increases the
pressure on Arafat to act, and helps
refute charges that Israel wants to
topple the Palestinian leader rather
than negotiate with him.
Arafat telephoned the Foreign
Ministry in Jerusalem at about 11
a.m. to complain about the Israeli
missile strikes, according to two
Peres aides. One missile hit a
building about 50 yards from
Arafat's office in the West Bank
town of Ramallah on Tuesday.
Man arrested for
anthrax hoaxes
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Fugitive Clayton Lee Waagner was
arrested near Cincinnati on
Wednesday for allegedly mailing
hundreds of anthrax hoax letters to
abortion clinics throughout the
United States.
Waagner, 45, was arrested by
local authorities after an employee
at a Kinko's Inc. copy store recog-
nized him while he used a comput-
er to access the Internet, according
to the U.S. Postal Service.
Authorities detained him as he
climbed into a Mercedes in a park-
ing lot near the store. Authorities
said he had a handgun and $10,000
at the time he was arrested.
Waagner is the key suspect in the
mailing of 550 anthrax hoax letters
to women's clinics in as many as 12
states in October and November.
Attorney General John Ashcroft last
week declared Waagner the subject
of a nationwide manhunt and asked
the public to help fmd him.
U of Michigan's admis-
sions policies reviewed in
court
CINCINNATI — The two
admissions lawsuits filed against
the University of Michigan took a
historic step forward Thursday, as
nine judges at the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals wrestled with
the question of whether the uni-
versity's admissions policies
place too much emphasis on race.
Lawyers Kirk Kolbo and
David Herr, representing three
white students who claim they
were denied admission to the law
school and as undergraduates in
favor of less-qualified minori-
ties, told the judges that the
University of Michigan had a
two-track admissions system that
gave preference to minorities.
They also argued that the edu-
cational value of diversity was
not a compelling state interest
that justified racial preferences.
University of Michigan lawyer
John Payton argued the admis-
sions policies consider race as one
of many factors and that diversity
is a compelling state interest justi-
fying the use of race.
Ted Shaw, representing a
group of students who intervened
in the undergraduate case, told
the judges that affirmative action
was necessary because of the
University of Michigan's history
of discrimination.
A decision in the case is
expected to come within three to
six months. Legal experts believe
the University of Michigan cases
will ultimately be decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Stories compiled from Knight
Ridder Tribune news service.
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GSS battles against fees
New committee to work for students' rights
By Aimee Dolloff
For The Maine Campus
While students were enjoying
their summer vacations, the
University of Maine System was
hard at work, notifying students
that they would be charged an
extra $2 per credit hour for the fall
semester. While some may have
virtually ignored this letter, even
the extra line on their student bill
this fall, Fred Nehring decided to
take action. This is why he
became a student senator, and is
currently leading the drive to get
students' voices heard when deci-
sions about fees are made.
Upon opening his bill for the
fall semester, Nehring noticed the
surcharge fee and decided to do a
little investigating. After spending
some time in the library pouring
over the university's budget he dis-
covered today's budget contains
the same amount of money to
cover energy costs as it did 15
years ago, despite increases in cost.
The energy system has not been
properly maintained or upgraded,
Nehring said. He said there is also
no plan to improve energy supplies
other than to charge students for
the increase in price.
"We are being asked to pay
for administrative shortcom-
ings," Nehring said.
He is afraid this could possibly
lead to a series of such fees in addi-
tion to further tuition increases. This
fall, tuition was increased by $5 per
credit hour and the Board of
Trustees levied an additional energy
surcharge fee of $2 per credit hour.
To research the problem further,
the General Student Senate formed
the ad hoc fee committee. Members
of the committee are Fred Nehring,
Aaron Sterling, George Pullen,
Jenny Londot and Joe Kilch. Soon,
the committee members will be
placing a poll on UMaine students'
FirstClass desktop to try to deter-
mine how important this issue is to
students and what their feelings on
the subject are.
"Hopefully we'll receive a
good number of responses,"
Kilch said.
What students may not be aware
of, according to Mark Anderson,
the interim vice president of
Financial Affairs, is that the Board
of Trustees implemented the energy
surcharge fee to the entire UMaine
System due to the big increase in
energy costs this year. Anderson
also said the fee has only been
imposed for three years. The tuition
increase is a separate issue because
tuition increases are almost always
permanent, whereas fees, such as
the energy fee, can be eliminated
should the need for additional fund-
ing diminish as costs decrease.
To Nehring, this issue is not
about just the energy surcharge fee.
He questions why students have to
pay for policies they do not have a
say in creating. There is only one
student voice on the Board of
Trustees, which oversees the seven
university campuses. He feels stu-
dents should have more say and is
hoping the poll will help to deter-
mine what other students think.
Anderson said he believes the
poll is "...a great idea. But, [he]
can predict the outcome."
Anderson said that, as an econ-
omist, he can tell you that when
you ask people whether they want
to pay more or less for something,
the answer is almost always less.
However, he encourages commu-
nication between students and
administration.
Anderson said that he is will-
ing to take part in the process.
"[I'm] always willing to talk
to students about issues such as
this one, either individually or
collectively," he said.
In a recent press release, Aaron
Sterling, the spokesperson for the
committee, said their first duty is
to find out how much of an issue
the fee is to everyday students.
"[The committee's] first task
is to find out how much of a con-
cern that this really is to stu-
dents," he said.
After the results of the poll
are gathered, the committee
intends to review them. The
information will be used to help
the committee prepare to go to
the Board of Trustees when they
meet here in January.
"The poll is currently sched-
uled to be released on
Wednesday, Dec. 12, and is to be
closed with the closing of
Student Government elections
on the evening of Thursday the
13th," Kilch said.
•
Eb-1 CrThBeat
Orono &
Old Town
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
A summons was issued for
possession of a false identifica-
tion card following an incident at
Ushuaia dance club at 1 a.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1. Officers report-
ed to the club following a noise
complaint. While there, an
employee requested assistance in
verifying the validity of an ID. A
man had entered the club using a
license that showed him to be
Kyle Alman, 20. While in the
club, he was seen tearing off his
under 21 bracelet. He then
ordered alcohol and was carded.
He produced a Massachusetts
state license that showed him to
be 21. When confronted by
police, he claimed that while it
was not his, the license was real.
The license was confiscated and
Alman was issued the summons.
A burglary occurred at the
Pine Street Apartments complex
at 9:10 a.m. Saturday, Dec. 1. A
resident of the complex heard a
noise and went into his living
room' investigate.investigate. In the living
room he saw a man standing near
the door. The man began run-
ning and the resident chased after
him, pushing him against the
door. A brief scuffle ensued and
the man eventually broke free,
ripping off and taking the resi-
dent's gold necklace. The resi-
dent then chased the burglar
down the stairs, where the resi-
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Copy Writer. Successful Internet shopping site based in Brewer,
Maine seeks a solid, creative writer. The range of assignments will
include writing reviews. Flexible hours. Please email cover letter,
resume & hourly pay request to:
Mr. Lawson, P.O. Box 2201 Bangor, ME 04402.
Database/Web Programmer. Needed to help develop web applica-
tions. Knowledge of database systems a must. Knowledge of Java,
SQL, PERL, CGI Scripts, JavaScript, and XML a plus. Mail cover
letter, resume and hourly pay request to
Mr. Lawson, P.O. Box 2201 Bangor, ME 04402.
dent tripped and lost track of the
man. The only missing item was
said to be the necklace, valued at
$600.
A party was broken up on
Fernald Road at 11:24 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1. Officers
responded to a disorderly con-
duct complaint regarding the
level of sound coming from an
apartment. There were about 200
people at the party. The people
were all removed with no prob-
lems. The lease holder of the
apartment was then warned under
the disorderly conduct statute.
An incident occurred at 11:46
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 1 at Fellows
Place following the break up of
the party on Fernald Road. A
man made a criminal mischief
complaint, claiming that while
he was sleeping, a bottle was
thrown through his window. The
bottle of Southern Comfort had
broken his window and nearly hit
him. The man was told that a
nearby party was recently broken
up and not to consider it as a per-
sonal attack. The total cost of
damage done to the man's home
came to about $300.
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UMaine hosts candidates' night
Democrats running for Baldacci's seat face students' questions
CAMPU,, PI 10 I 0 • BRYAN MArI UK
State Sen. John Nutting of Leeds spoke Wednesday, Dec. 5, at the University of Maine
College Democrats Candidates' Night. Candidates running for Maine's 2nd congressional
district debated the issues and took questions from the audience. The democratic primary
will take place in June.
CAMPUS PHoTo • BRYAN MAFLUK
State Sen. Susan Longley of Liberty speaks at the University
of Maine College Democrats Candidates' Night held last
week.
NOISE from page 1
Unfortunately, it's their right to
lower the code if they want to,"
Matthew Moore, a fifth-year stu-
dent, said. "Ushuaia should
invest in sound proofing if they
feel threatened."
Other students strongly dis-
agree with the revision of code.
"This seems to be a direct
attack on the clubs and bars of
Orono," Yoko Chaiken, a first-
year student, said. "People that
live in this town should know by
now that it's a college town,
therefore, yes, it's a loud town."
The results of this change will
not fully be known until the new
code is put into effect, if it pass-
es the Town Council. Tonight's
meeting will give more insight
into what will happen and could
possibly give the-‘'push that
Dravidzius needs to fully change
the noise ordinance.
Tonight's town council meet-
ing will be held at the Council
Chamber located at 59 Main St.
and will begin at 7:30 p.m. Issues
such as possible liquor licenses
for various establishments and
the issuing of certain personal
permits will also be presented.
By Julia Hall
Staff Reporter
The Democratic candidates for
Maine's 2nd Congressional
District debated the issues last
Wednesday in an event sponsored
by the University of Maine College
Democrats. Students and members
of the community from both sides
of the political spectrum gathered
in 100 Neville to hear the candi-
dates speak. The moderator for the
evening was Jonathan Thomas, the
representative for the University of
Maine area of Orono in the Maine
State Legislature and a member of
the College Democrats.
"We are very fortunate to
have such a strong group of can-
didates," Thomas said.
The Democratic primary will be
held in June 2002. John Baldacci,
who currently represents Maine in
the U.S. House of Representatives,
will be vacating his seat to run for
governor of Maine in next year's
elections. The Democratic candi-
dates vying for their party's nomina-
tion to run for the seat are State Sen.
John Nutting of Leeds; State Sen.
Susan Longley of Liberty; former
State Sen. Sean Faircloth of Bangor;
former Clinton foreign service offi-
cial David Costello of Lewiston;
and State Senate President Michael
Michaud of Millinocket.
All the candidates except for
Michaud attended the debate.
Speaking on his behalf was his
financial director, Rachel
Sherman.
The candidates were given three
minutes at the beginning of the
debate to give a synopsis of their
platforms and the attributes that set
them apart from their opponents.
The format then turned to a series of
questions and answers. The candi-
dates were asked about education.
health care and terrorism. Each can-
didate was permitted 90 seconds to
give his or her opinions on the sub-
jects and legislation they would
push for if elected to Congress.
The audience members were
also allowed to offer questions to
the candidates. Many asked about
environmental protection and the
attacks of Sept. 11. One member of
the audience asked if the candidates
would represent the majority opin-
ion of their constituents on a partic-
ular issue, even if they disagreed
with that view. Most of the candi-
dates said that while it's important
to listen to the majority opinion of
the people, they would ultimately
go with the view they think is right.
"If the voters are displeased,
they can vote me out of office,"
Costello said.
About 30 people in all came out
to hear the candidates debate the
issues. Longley said she thought it
was great to see students take the
time out of their studies to come to
the event. She thought the best part
of the debate was when the stu-
dents participated.
"It's important that we have a
While it's important to
listen to the majority
opinion of the people,
they would ultimately
go with the view they
think is right.
two-way street," Longley said.
Several members of the
UMaine College Republicans
showed up at the debate to ask
questions and hear what the can-
didates had to say.
"Overall awareness is the
key," Matt Allen, chair of the
College Republicans, said.
Thomas said he thought it was
a great debate and the candidates
came to the event well prepared.
"It's going to be a tough deci-
sion in June," Thomas said.
WHERE'S POGO?
Professor Henry Pogorzelski
MAT 301
Looking for MAT 105? This is the same
course with a new name. It covers the
basic concepts of computability, logic,
set theory, and arithmetic. Satisifies
General Education requirement.
Take this course to really understand
the core of much of today's computer
science and mathematics. You will
learn the reason for all the rules that
you have beenpresented with in earlier
courses. All are welcome, Pogorzelski
gives permission to get in.
Class meets Tues, Thurs 11-12:15.
Call Markowsky today at 1-3900 to register!!
Professor Henry Pogorzelski
MAT 400/COS 498
This course develops the advanced
mathematical foundations of com-
putability. This course covers
recursive functions, and Turing
computability theory. If you haven't
heard of these theories as of yet,
you better take this course! Much
attention is devoted to the very
important Church-Turing Thesis,
and its consequences are explored.
Prof. Pogorzelski was a student of
Alonzo Church. All are welcome.
Class meets Tues, Thurs. 2:10-3 : 2 5 .
Call Markowsky today at 1-3900 to register!!
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Public safety director named PRESIDENT
Year-long, nation-wide search ends at UMA
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
A little more than a year after
the last director of Public Safety
retired, a new director has finally
been hired and is scheduled to
begin Jan. 1, 2002.
Noel C. March, the current
director of the Maine
Community Policing Institute at
the University of Maine at
Augusta, was selected for the
position following a year-long
national search.
The search began in
November of 2000, when Alan
Reynolds announced his retire-
ment after 33 years of service at
the University of Maine. Charles
P. Chandler, Jr. was named inter-
im director and was expected to
hold the position for a short time
until another director could be
hired. However, a search this
summer resulted in several qual-
ified candidates turning the job
down. A second search began in
August.
The position requires heading a
full service, campus public safety
organization. Twenty-one full serv-
ice, state-certified police officers
will work under March, as well as a
full dispatch service and a security
staff that mans the campus.
March's qualifications for the
position stretch back to his
beginnings as a law enforcement
officer in Meridan, Conn. in
1980. From there he went on to
work as an officer in the
Thomaston, Maine Police
"The people who
live, work and
learn here at
UMaine are a
tremendous
resource worthy
of the safest envi-
ronment possible."
Department. He has also served
as Chief Deputy Sheriff in both
Knox and Cumberland counties
and supervised the Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency. He took a
break from police work and
became the assistant vice presi-
dent for MBNA New England in
1993 and held that position until
1998.
He then returned to police
work as the director of the Maine
Community Policing Institute at
the University of Maine at
Augusta, a program that is the
first of its kind in the country. Its
purpose is to provide community
policing education, training and
technical assistance to the people
of Maine and its police depart-
ments. It is funded by a surcharge
on fines levied in state courts.
March holds an undergradu-
ate degree in organizational lead-
ership from the University of
New England, as well as being a
graduate of the prestigious FBI
Academy in Quantico, Va. He is
currently working towards a
master's degree.
His other qualifications
include working as a guest train-
er for the U.S. Department of
Justice, as well as for the
Canadian Mounted Police.
"I'm very excited to be join-
ing the management team at
UMaine," March said. "One of
Maine's greatest assets is our
system of higher education. The
people who live, work and learn
here at UMaine are a tremendous
resource worthy of the safest
environment possible. I certainly
look forward to this opportunity
to work with the students, facul-
ty, employees and the great
Public Safety staff."
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forever," he said. "As much as some
students feel the administration is
against them sometimes, I think
they would be more than happy to
do this because it is such a concern.
"If students feel the campus is
safer, it will draw more students
here. We could get a reputation
for being the safest campus in
Maine or in New England."
Another issue Creasman
would like to take up is book
buybacks.
"Something people have been
screaming about for as long as
I've been here are the book buy-
backs," he said.
Every semester GSS has some
money left over from the stu-
dents' $35 activity fee. Creasman
would like to put a percentage of
the leftover funds into book buy-
backs to increase the amount of
money students get back.
Creasman would also like to
see a better cable service on cam-
pus. He would like to see NESN
added to the list of channels. He
feels the current cable system is a
monopoly but said that students
can change that.
"I would like to get the New
England Sports Network. There are
a lot of New England sports teams
that play all year round, I see peo-
ple with hats [endorsing the teams]
all the time," Creasman said.
"Students can sit back on a Sunday
hanging out in the room or a Friday
night instead of at a frat or bar. It
would provide a safer atmosphere
too and just more relaxing."
Creasman would also like to
tackle the slow Internet service
problem.
"Last year it was fairly quick,
this year it's pretty slow," he said.
"The price we pay for the service
is a good price, but I think the
service could be better."
He feels this is an important
service for students and that its
speed is "one of those little
things that students shouldn't
have to worry about."
from page 1
Creasman said he will also con-
tinue to urge the administration to
change its usage of student identi-
fication numbers from social secu-
rity numbers to random numbers.
"I personally don't use my
social security number for identi-
fication," he said. "They assigned
me my ID number." The U.S. gov-
ernment has said that social secu-
rity numbers are not to be used for
public identification, only for gov-
CAMPUS PHOTO • JULIE ALTENHOFF
eminent use "[But] that's what it's
used for [at UMaine].
He said he can't tell if the
administration is making any
progress on their proposed $10 to
$15 million computer system to
change ID numbers over, but
said some prompting could help.
"I figure we just need to nag
at them," he said.
Creasman has served as parlia-
mentarian of Student
Government, which includes the
duty of chair of the Governmental
Procedures campaign.
Along with his work in Student
Government, Creasman keeps him-
self busy with several other activi-
ties. Even though this is his second
year here, he has junior standings
and plans on completing two degree
programs in three years. He is pres-
ident of the Road Cycling Club, a
letterman on the track team and runs
cross country. He attends philoso-
phy lectures and is the state adjudi-
cator for the Maine College
Republicans, as well as belonging to
the UMaine College Republicans.
TREE from page 1
campus," Hoff said. "We've lost
some beloved friends and family,
but we must not forget that
despite all of this, we have had
victories."
He went on to speak about the
amount of diversity found at
UMaine and how this campus
can be seen as a symbol of unity
and oneness of humanity.
"We come from various back-
grounds and many cultures, but
we share the same values and the
same light," he said.
Following his speech, the
UMaine Christmas tree, which is
broken into three pieces and
appears to span the three-floor
turret in the president's house,
was lit.
The University Singers added
to the festivities, singing some
holiday songs and finishing with
a sing along of "Jingle Bells."
The guests were then invited into
the house where Hoff and his wife,
Diane Hoff, greeted them with a
handshake and a smile at the door.
Inside guests mingled, ate assorted
foods, drank soda and eggnog and
appreciated the holiday decorations,
which were made by Diane Hoff.
"To decorate I just start play-
ing with stuff around the house
and see what comes out," she
said.
Hoff was pleased by the
evening and the turnout.
"This is the fifth time we've
done this," Hoff said. "The first
year we had maybe 12 students
come out. It is so gratifying to
see this grow so much. It's just
great to see this many students
take this chance to mingle with
us and share our holiday spirit.
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Electricity usage issues brought to light
University's system can handle the demand for now
By Meredith S. Holt
For The Maine Campus
The power outage that
occurred in. York Hall a few
weeks ago raised speculation
about the electrical capacity on
campus. However, the outage
was caused by problems with
Bangor Hydro, not with the
University of Maine's own
power supply, which is fed by
Bangor Hydro through Veazie.
"If you have a power outage
that affects the whole cam-
pus.. .you can be sure it's Bangor
Hydro," Steve Moody, the elec-
trician and power distribution
supervisor, said. "People have
the perception that it's the uni-
versity."
The university can handle the
energy demand for now, Carolyn
McDonough, the associate proj-
ect manager for Facilities
Management, said.
"As of right now, the universi-
ty is not in trouble," she said.
There is adequate capacity in
the distribution, but not in the
actual residence halls, which are
strapped for circuits. According
to Moody, the halls were wired
and designed before students
began arriving on campus with
microwaves, computers, televi-
sions, VCRs and other equip-
ment that requires more electric-
ity.
Talk of electrical capacity on
campus raises related issues, like
the renewed interest in the envi-
ronment that needs to be
addressed in hope of making the
university more energy- and
cost-efficient. The university's
water supply, the sewer system,
buildings and heat energy could
also be improved.
There is adequate
capacity in the distribu-
tion, but not in the actu-
al residence halls.. .the
halls were wired and
designed before stu-
dents began arriving on
campus with
microwaves, comput-
ers, televisions, VCRs
and other equipment.
"The task becomes to provide
the university with a sustainabil-
ity plan," Scott Wilkerson, the
sustainability officer for
Facilities Management, said.
As part of the project to
address future needs and
resources, Facilities
Management staff are looking at
putting a gas turbine system in
the Steam Plant. If we generated
all our own electricity, the excess
could be sold back to Bangor
Hydro, Wilkerson said.
Currently, power boilers and
steam energy are used to heat the
buildings.
Broken line causes
Steam Plant problems
By Julia Hall
Staff Writer
Part of the steam line that runs
along Long Road by Cumberland
Hall has a leak that is preventing
water from returning to the Steam
Plant. While this problem does
not affect the residence halls, it is
costing $60,000 a year to add
water to the Steam Plant to be
treated and heated into steam.
The line is a 10-inch steam line
that feeds steam into the dorms for
heat and hot water and a four-inch
condensate line that returns water
to the Steam Plant to be used
again. The leak is in the conden-
sate return line, therefore the
Steam Plant is not getting that con-
densate back. Cold water is being
added to compensate, but that
water has to be treated with chem-
icals and heated to a very high
temperature to be converted back
to steam.
Fixing the steam line would
cost the university $433,000.
Anita Wihry, director of
Facilities Management, said this
problem is one of a number of
maintenance problems that need
to be addressed, and she does not
know when it will be remedied.
"We do not have a source of
funding for these kinds of major
maintenance problems," Wihry
said.
The problem was first noticed
about a year ago. Wihry says the
damage was due to wear and tear
on the line, which was built
about 40 years ago.
However, when the repairs
are made, new technologies will
allow the steam line to be
repaired to a better condition
than it was originally.
Stewart Harvey, the associate
executive director of Facilities
Management, and Curt Bartram,
the mechanical engineer, said
they will be replacing the piping
with thicker and more weather-
proof conduits so the line will
hold up better.
"We ordered schedule-80
condensate pipes, instead of
schedule-40, which is thicker
and will last a lot longer,
although these lines have been in
the ground for many years,"
Harvey said. "We also construct
our conduits a lot better, so we
expect them to last a lot longer."
The problem will not affect
the dorms or dining commons,
only the water getting back to the
Steam Plant.
"We always have the capabil-
ity of gettiDg the heat to the dor-
mitories,'Narvey said.
Called the Gas Conversion
Project,, this idea is currently in
the planning stages, with Curt
Bartram facilitating the project.
"Gas , may be a little more
expensive, but it burns cleaner,"
Wilkerson said.
The university uses No. 6 oil,
but the Steam Plant has the capa-
bilities of burning both No. 6 oil
and gas at the same time. That
type of system would not put
costs in jeopardy due to the fluc-
tuating economy. If gas prices go
up, but oil prices remain low, the
university would not lose rev-
enue, and vice versa.
Each year, 2.6 million gal-
lons of oil are used at the
Steam Plant, and 150,000 gal-
lons can be stored at any one
point. Three oil deliveries are
made during the coldest
months of the year, usually in
January and February. Students
and faculty do not see these
bills, so the awareness needed
to make energy-efficient
changes is not there yet,
Wilkerson said.
An infrastructure change
would make a large difference in
energy efficiency at UMaine, but
there are small ways that individ-
uals can contribute, he said.
"We need to educate the cam-
pus about how to use energy effi-
ciently," Wilkerson said.
Other groups are working
towardskthe same goal. The
President's Energy
Conservation Commission
started meeting in spring 2001
to develop a "plan of attack" to
improve the infrastructure and
educate the campus communi-
ty about energy use. The
Student Environmental
Committee is also active, and
recently conducted a survey
about recycling and energy-
use habits.
"Feedback from campus
drives the Sustainability
Committee," Wilkerson said.
The Sustainability Committee
staff wants to teach students to
do ;things like shutting off' their
computers at night or remember-
ing to turn off unnecessary lights.
Wilkerson discussed the
complexity of the issue by using
the possibility of shutting off
more lights at night in various
educational building as an
The Sustainability
Committee staff
wants to teach stu-
dents to do things
like shutting off
their computers at
night or remember-
ing to turn off
unnecessary lights.
example. Teaching assistants,
custodians and others use cam-
pus buildings at odd hours; so
turning off the lights in some
buildings would pose further
problems. It must be remem-
bered that safety is Facilities
Management % "first and fore-
most priority always." This and
many other factors will be taken
into consideration in the
Sustainability Plan.
Another way of being more
energy-cost efficient would be to
make use of the compost heaps
on campus. In Campu Dining
Services, instead of disposing of
waste in the sewer system, the
waste could be added to compost
heaps and used on the fartiis. It
costs more to dispose of organic
material through the sewer sys-
tem. Changing that procedure
could be one more step towards
reducing energy costs, Wilkerson
said.
In the fiscal year, from July
2000 to June 2001, the total cost
of electricity on campus reached
$3.9 million. Total electricity
consumption in 2001 added up to
35,224,000 kilowatt hours. New
buildings, larger student popula-
tions and research projects
require more and more energy.
"The challenge is to increase
the university's holdings as effi-
ciently as possible," Wilkerson
said.
Research projects do not fund
maintenance, and there are
always going to be new research
projects, so this also needs to be
addressed as a long-term project.
The Sustainability Plan is
expected by July 2002.
Sustainability plans are becom-
ing common at many colleges
and universities.
"We need to do what is best
for ourselves as a community,"
Wilkerson, who will be the pri-
mary writer of the plan, said.
"We also need to incorporate
environmental permitting [into
our plan]."
Wilkerson said there is a need
to grow, but questions regarding
how it can be done.
"How," he asked, "are we
going to continue to grow effi-
ciently?"
Sustainability Program
Spring '02 Student Positions Available
.cuElarpyrocA.
Material Handlers
Primary responsibility is to assist the Sustainability Office's full-time staff with recyclables and
reusables collection, separation and processing. Position requires the repetitive lifting of materials with
the upper and timer body. Work hours are between 7:00 AM and 3:00 PM, M-F. Multiple positions
available. Available shifts dependant upon returning student employees next semester Total available
hours, to be spread out over multiple students, is 80 hrs/wk. PROOF OF VALID DRIVERS LICENSE
REQUIRED. Work Study preferred, but not required. Wage: $ 7.20/hr
The Depot Recycling and Redemption Center Attendants
The Depot Recycling and Redemption Center is a student run and managed program. Primary
responsibilities include cash register operation, sorting recyclables and returnables, assisting distribu-
tors, and assisting patrons. Position requires the repetitive lifting of materials with the upper and lower
body. Work hours are between 12:00 NOON and 6:00 PM, M-F and Saturdays 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM.
Available shifts dependant upon returning student employees next semester. Total hours available, to he
spread out over multiple students, is 68 hrs/wk. PROOF OF VALID DRIVERS LICENSE RE-
QUIRED. Work Study preferred, but not required. Wage: $ 7.20/hr
Hall Recycling Coordinators (HRCes)
Primary responsibilities are to empty the Resource Recovery Room in your residence hall of recyclables
and returnables daily, post recycling and waste reduction information, educate residents on the four R's,
and attend a monthly HRC Staff Meeting. Position requires the repetative lifting of materials with the
upper and lower body. One position available per traditional residence hall. Available residence halls
dependant upon returning student employees next semester Total hours available are 3.5 hrs/wk/
residence hall with a maximum of three residence halls per HRC. Residency on campus required. Work
Study preferred, but not required. Wage: $ 7.20/hr
For more information or to receive and application, contact Scott Wilkerson, UMaine Sustainability
Officer, at 58 I -3300x3 or email scott.wilkerson@umit.maine.edu. The application will soon be
available at First Class desktop/The Campus Connection/Univ. Organizations/Sogtainability Program.
•
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Origins of national
insecurity examined
By Matt Shaer
PCI Editor
An exploration into the root
causes of the recent surge of
American insecurity since the
Sept. 11 attacks was the subject
of a panel discussion in Neville
Hall Saturday. Sponsored by the
Maine Peace and Action
Committee and the Peace and
Justice Center of Eastern Maine,
the discussion, entitled "The
Real Security Forum," featured
three UMaine professors: Doug
Allen and Michael Howard of
the Philosophy Department and
Elizabeth McKillen of the
History Department.
"The aim here is to get at
some of the root causes of our
[insecurity]," Allen began.
"We'll go beyond the sound bites
and the slogans that we typically
get from the media these days."
The forum was divided into
three sections. First, each pro-
fessor made a brief presentation
on security at home and abroad.
The presentations were followed
by a question and answer ses-
sion, and finally, the audience
was split into small discussion
groups for the last hour of the
forum.
Howard spoke first, reading
from a presentation entitled
"Playing Russian Roulette with
Innocent Lives."
Howard began with a brief
disclaimer.
"I'm not an expert on terror-
ism or Afghanistan," he said.
"But I consider myself a con-
cerned citizen. I hope to offer
more questions than answers.",
Addressing the concept and
definition of war, Howard was
quick to note that U.S. involve-
ment in the Middle East and the
American fight against terrorism
is not, in the strictest sense, a
war.
"I don't mean to make light of
the current situation," Howard
said. "But I do want to put this in
perspective. This is not a war,
because we are not fighting an
organized state, we are fighting
terrorism."
Howard cautioned against
President George W. Bush's
recent decision to try terrorists in
military tribunals, but said the
punishment should address the
seriousness of the crime.
"I think some unusual
response, proportional to the
crime is warranted," Howard
said.
Howard suggested beefing up
the United Nation's acting
power, phasing out the executive
council in favor of a more demo-
CAMPUS PHOTO • JULIE ALTENHOFF
Elizabeth McKillen, of the History Department, and Doug Allen and Michael Howard, both
of the Philosophy Department, discussed the roots of American insecurity Saturday, Dec. 8
in a forum entitled "The Real Security Forum."
cratic system.
"Disneyland has more perma-
nent employees than the U.N.,"
Howard said.
Professor Allen spoke next, in
a presentation he called "The
Root Causes of U.S. Insecurity."
Responding to recent criti-
cism of anti-war protests, Allen
said protesters are tougher on ter-
rorists than the government.
"I just want to make it clear,
we are much more against terror-
ism than George W. Bush, Dick
Cheney or John Ashcroft," Allen
said, referring to past American
funding of extremist groups.
Allen explored the definition
of security and terrorism, point-
ing out that while terrorism
always includes violence, all vio-
lence is not terrorism.
"We're locked into this
vicious circle," Allen said. "We
produce weapons of mass
destruction, and sell them to
whoever can pay the highest
price. Then these people use
those weapons against us."
Quoting Ghandi, Allen said,
"If I am accumulating wealth,
and my neighbor is poor and I do
nothing to help him, that is vio-
ience:'
McKillen then delivered her
presentation, "Redefining
America's Historical Quest for
National Security."
McKillen covered the. post
World War I security scare,
focusing on President Woodrow
Wilson's support of the League
of Nations and the struggle of the
Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom.
McKillen contrasted the
struggle of these two groups for
national security with today's
post-Sept. 11 crisis, ultimately
detailing the complexity of such
an undertaking.,
YOU WON'T
BELIEVE
WHAT YOU'LL
SEE IN YOUR
EMAIL!
You'll be shocked to get the Latest college news, including sports updates,
campus events and more sent direct to your e-mail. For FREE. It's. the e-News
you need to know, wheri you need to know it. So go to our newspaper web
site, IcnIN and REGISTER TUMMY. It's surprisingly eagY.
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A fa I r s
Q. In May I received three
credit cards and now I'm maxed
out with $2,000 on one of them
and $1,500 on the other two. My
job hasn't gone as planned and I
can't pay the interest, late fee and
overcharge payments. I also
have collection agents calling me
daily. What should I do?
A. Many readers will sympa-
thize with you. I recall the trag-
ic case of one young man who
was so overwhelmed by persist-
ent debt collectors that he resort-
ed to suicide. Less drastic meas-
ures are available to free your
life of debt collectors:
1. Penquis Community Action
Program (973-3500) offers free
financial advice and counseling.
2. Offering a final compromise
settlement amount, perhaps 60
cents on the dollar, to settle the
claim. Such an offer would prob-
ably be dependent upon a substan-
tial loan or gift from a parent or
other source and any compromise
must be carefully documented.
3. Bankruptcy. If the debt is
overwhelming, bankruptcy is an
opportunity for a person to get a
fresh start.
There are federal and state
restrictions on collection agencies.
For example, collection agencies
collecting debts incurred in Maine
must be licensed. You are entitled
to verification of the debt; be sure to
obtain the verification. Unless you
agree to it, you cannot be called at
unusual or inconvenient times such
as before 8 a.m. or after 9 p.m. and
a debt collector can not contact you
at work if your employer objects.
You can also stop a debt collec-
tor from calling or writing to you
by sending a letter directing the
collector to cease all communica-
tions because you will deal with the
creditor directly. The letter should
be sent by certified mail to the debt
collector with a return receipt
requested. Remember to keep a
copy of the letter for yourself.
The Office of Consumer Credit
Regulation, 35 State House Station,
Augusta, Maine 04333-0035,
phone number (207) 624-8527 is an
active defender of consumer rights.
The high interest rates, late
payment and over-limit fees
make credit cards a very poor
source of long-term loans.
Avoid being a financial slave to
the credit card industry, which
encourages you to pay only interest
and never to pay off the principle.
Credit cards can be useful for
record keeping, avoiding carrying
cash and assistance in the event the
goods or services purchased are
substandard, but credit cards should
almost never be used for borrowing.
Good luck with your money
management and please return to
review the situation if you need
more help.
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Deck the halls
CAMPUS PH010 • jUl IF, At
Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi enjoy drinks and snacks at
the Annual Tree Lighting open house held at the presi-
dent's home Thursday, Dec. 6.
National Student Exchange
Also visit: www.nse.org
Spend a semester or year at one of 170 participating
schools within the United States, U.S. territories, or Canada
• Earn credit towards your UMaine degree requirements •
Financial Aid transfers to many programs • Costs are
comparable to in-state tuition rates.
Information Meetings: 
Date
Wednesday, Dec. 12
Time Location 
2:30 pm 202 Winslow Hall
Gain a new perspective on your studies and experience a different region of the U.S.A.
Study Away through National Student Exchange!
Application Deadline for 2002-2003: February 22, 2002
For more information, applications and booklets visit us in 100 Winslow Hall
Tel.: 581-2905p.
Sponsored by the Office of International Programs & National Student Exchange
SOAP Bo
GSS tackles
student fees
With all of the fees and other
lines on our student bills each
semester, it is easy to overlook
another $2 per credit hour. This
is the newest charge levied by
the University of Maine System
Board of Trustees: the energy
fee.
While many of us tried to
ignore the new fee, Fred
Nehring, a _student at UMaine,
decided to do something about it.
He became a student senator and
headed the charge to create an
ad-hoc fee committee within
Student Government.
Nehring's initiative is
admirable and well-timed.
Student fees are piled onto bills
in seemingly endless figures and
the energy fee might have
slipped by unheeded if not for
the action of the Student Senate.
Fifteen years ago, the UMaine
budget contained the same amount
of money to cover energy costs. In
that span of time, Memorial Union
and other buildings have been
expanded and new buildings have
been added to the campus.
President Peter S. Hoff continu-
ously reminds the student body
how high enrollment numbers
have risen in that span of time.
So why has no money been
added to the energy portion of
the budget?
The students need to have a
voice in answering that question,
and the newly created fee com-
mittee can help strengthen that
voice.
On Wednesday, Dec. 12, a poll
will be added to every student's
FirstClass desktop. The poll will
ask students how much of an
issue the extra fee is to them.
With finals week and the hol-
idays fast approaching, it would
be easy to ignore this online poll.
But take the time to support
Student Government's effort to
increase the sway of student
voice.
Kudos to Fred Nehring,
Student Government and the Fee
Committee for taking the initia-
tive to closely examine the
administration's decision-making
policy.
TheMaineCampus 
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Phantoms of lost libe
Attorney General criticizes proponents of freedom
A few days ago, I watched
Attorney General John Ashcroft
testify before the Senate Judiciary
Committee to defend his anti-ter-
rorism measures. Knowing well
what was coming, I prepared to
become sick to my stomach as
soon as he opened his mouth.
At first, he sounded surpris-
ingly reasonable. "We need hon-
est, reasoned debate, not fear-
mongering," Ashcroft said. Fair
enough.
But then, just as I was begin-
ning to cling to a faint hope of
avoiding overwhelming sickness, if
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
happened. Reaching deep inside
himself to pull out his best imper-
sonation of a Soviet, dictator,
Ashcroft let loose: "To those who
scare peace-loving people with
phantoms of lost liberty, my mes-
sage is this: Your tactics only aid
terrorists, for they erode our nation-
Monday, December 10, 2001
al unity and diminish our resolve.
They give ammunition to . . . ene-
mies and pause to ... friends."
Wait a minute. "Phantoms of
lost liberty"? The only reason
why we lost liberty, you jackass,
is because you took it away from
us! As I recall, after Sept. 11 the
freedoms of the Constitution
were still there; freedom of
speech, expression, assembly
and others were not buried
beneath the rubble at Ground
Zero but were standing, as intact
as ever—and fell only when
See ASHCROFT page 9
Letters to the Editor
*FREE SPEECH
I was struck by the elitist
indignation with which The
Maine Times dismissed the satiri-
cal writings of Maine Campus
columnist and stand-up comic
artist Travis Cowing ("Ifs Trash,"
Nov. 29, 2001). I suspect the rush
to "trash" Cowing's column may
be due in part to a lack of famil-
iarity with the totality of his work
But then, that is journalism.
Controversial as some of
Cowing's work might be, this
professor—and hundreds of
University of Maine students—
have gleaned nuggets of truth
and wisdom from his humorous
"trash." This may be a classic
case of several peoples' meat
being a newspaper's poison.
I submit that Cowing is doing
today what courageous students
have done since universities first
opened their doors in the Middle
Ages: shake a stick at orthodoxy,
question received knowledge,
poke fun at the sacred cows of
academia and mock the "sexy
ideas" of the day. Cowing refus-
es to don the intellectually and
socially-correct straightjacket of
the University of Maine.
By "abusing" free speech at
the University of Maine, Cowing
helps to prevent it from being suf-
focated by the socially and sexu-
ally correct intellectuals—and
newspapers of the age. Freedom
of speech is like a foreign lan-
guage; use it, (abuse it if you like)
just do something with it or lose
it. Kudos to Cowing for having
the courage to exercise his talents
..,and constitutional rights. Kudos
to The Maine Campus for refus-
ing to be cowed by those who
have given ideologically-driven
anger intellectual respectability.
That, too, is journalism.
Lyombe Eko, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Communication
and Journalism
Enough of
Strom
Senile senator needs ousting
PCI EDITOR
Republican Sen. Strom
Thurmond is a national embar-
rassment. Asked recently at a
press conference if he was excited
for his upcoming birthday,
Thurmond said, "Yes, it's a fabu-
lous achievement to turn 88."
It was 'Thurmond's 99th birth-
day Dec. 5.
Thurmond is currently physi-
cally unable to raise the gavel to
call the Senate into order. His hear-
ing and comprehension.has degen-
erated to such a level that his sub-
stantial entourage of aides must
often prompt the senator as to a
"yea" or "nay" vote. Thtumond
told reporters last year that he was
pleased that his wife supported his
political decisions. His wife has
been dead for 11 years.
Thurmond claimed recently
that he has "done more for black
people than any other living per-
son, from the north or south."
Thurmond originally ran for the
Senate on an anti-segregation
platform.
Sen. Strom Thurmond is a liv-
ing artifact; he has been alive for
almost half the history of the
United States. He has lived
through the terms of 18 of our 43
presidents.
Still, Thurmond totters his
way into the senatorial chambers
every week. He is consistently
re-elected when his term expires,
usually by a large margin of
votes. Worse yet, Sen. Thurmond
is a member of the U.S. Senate
Committee on Armed Services, a
select panel that controls funding
and logistics for military opera-
tions.
At a time when American
troops are invested so heavily in
overseas interest, Thurmond's
involvement in a committee that
has such strong pull in the anti-
terrorist campaign should make
even the most devoted
See STROM page 9
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Ashcroft
Ashcroft destroyed them with his
anti-Muslim tirades of hatred.
The phantoms of lost liberty may
indeed be haunting our land, but
only because Ashcroft sent them
into exile, not because terrorists
destroyed them.
And now this: "Your tactics
only aid terrorists ...They give
ammunition to ...enemies and
pause to ...friends." He's referring
to people who oppose him and his
tactics. In his twisted mind, dis-
senters and freedom-lovers—true
Americans—are aiding and abet-
ting terrorists by exercising their
right to ...well ... to exercise their
rights. OK, then, were the founders
of our country terrorists because
they fought for freedom and dared
to dissent? No, they were not ter-
rorists—and neither are we.
Then—oh, what horror—the
vomit-inducing gibberish contin-
ued to pour out of Attorney
General Ashcroft's mouth. Also
testifying that day was All Maqtari
of Yemen, who recounted his near-
ly two-month-long detention dur-
ing which he was allegedly
"allowed minimal contact with his
attorney and family and was threat-
ened by investigators while in cus-
tody," (Washingtonpost.com) an
ordeal experienced by many of the
detainees. Not one to decline an
opportunity to cause cancer in the
viewers who practiced self-torture
by watching him speak, Ashcroft
delivered. Holding up what he said
was an Al-Qaeda terrorism manual,
he claimed that it instructed Al-
Qaeda members to abuse their
American right to fire speech by
concocting stories of mistreatment.
In other words, he claimed that the
detainees who complain about
Strom
Republican antsy.
But Thurmond's supporters
steadfastly and consistently
defend the senator's legislative
capacity, arguing that his very
age is a testament to his valuable
bank of experience. His
advanced age has no impact on
his decision-making ability, his
publicist has repeatedly assured
skeptical reporters; he has an
amazing knowledge of American
politics and a first-class memory
to boot.
What's more, a Thurmond
aide was quoted as saying,
"Strom goes to the gym religious-
ly; he walks and lifts weights.
He's in fantastic physical shape."
Oh really?
The very fact that Thurmond
even has a place in American
government is evidence of the
ultimate ineptitude of today's
political infrastructure. This
man belongs in a wax museum
in Moundsville, Ohio; that
Thurmond's blood still circu-
lates is a testament to modem
medicine.
The United States Senate is
presumably composed of level-
headed men and women; why
has no one stepped up and
denounced this mockery of
American politics?
Simple. 'Thurmond's role has
from page 8
unjust treatment are terrorists who
lie.
OK, Mr. Ashcroft. I might
believe you if you had evidence.
But you have withheld proof and
it is now known that only about a
dozen of the hundreds of
detainees are connected to Al-
Qaeda in any way. In other
words, there is no proof. You
have no proof of their guilt, just
as you have no proof of their
supposed inclination to lie. You
claim to be of integrity and hon-
esty while ignoring the one
essential element of guilt: evi-
dence. Obviously, the essence of
"integrity" and "honesty" com-
pletely eludes you.
Mercifully, his testimony did
end, leaving myself and many oth-
ers with fear. Fear for myself, my
fellow Americans and non-
Americans and a fear for this coun-
try. I feel sorrow for the peaceful
and law-abiding immigrants who
are cowering in fear because
Ashcroft has scared them to death;
even more, I feel sorrow for the
Constitution—written in the sweat
and blood of millions of people
who fought and died for it over cen-
turies past, only to be ripped to
shreds by an ungrateful, disoriented
freak whose twisted vision is his
only concern. It's just not right. One
man, whose life extends for only
slightly more than a few decades,
should not be allowed to destroy a
legacy assembled over centuries.
Without the Constitution, there can
be no America, and no one human
being should ever be allowed to
trample upon it.
Vladimir Skaletsky is a sopho-
more political science major
from page 8
ceased to be political; he is
employed by his confederates
merely as a stop-gap, as a tie
breaker in a shakily-split
Senate. If the Republican sena-
tor was to retire, his shoes
might very well be filled by a
Democrat. This very notion
strikes fear in the heart of the
Republican party. Even the nar-
rowest sway towards
Democratic control would have
monumental repercussions for
the party that currently controls
the White House and must con-
tinuously stay on its toes to
even stand level ground on
Capitol Hill.
Thurmond's current term ends
in 2003 but, frankly, I'd be sur-
prised if he makes it that far. At
this rate, Thurmond will be mak-
ing votes from a reclining infir-
mary bed rolled onto the middle
of the Senate floor. Capitol Hill
workers might as well begin
preparations for the IV and the
bedpan.
Take a hint, Sen. Thurmond,
and kick the bucket that should
have been kicked 20 years ago—
your resignation letter is waiting
for you. Now all you have to do
is remember to sign it.
Matt Shaer is a sophomore
English and journalism major.
Get offended by this column
Free speech: I can be offensive, and you can (and will) complain
Stop me if you've heard this
one before. A penguin was driv-
ing his car through the desert
when it broke down. He waddled
to the nearest phone to call AAA.
Actually, let's hold on a sec-
ond before the joke goes any fur-
ther. I want to ask some ques-
tions so you can decide if you
really want to keep reading to
find out what happens to the
deserted (rim shot) penguin.
Are you easily offended? Do
you go out of your way to look for
ways to be offended so that you can
become a pain in the ass by writing
a letter to the offending party?
Are you an animal rights
activist? Do jokes about sex
bother you'? Are you concerned
about the possible depiction of
the AAA agent in the joke?
Do you really understand
what a joke is?
Do you know that a joke is an
attempt at humor and, when done
outside of the context of hate, is
quite harmless—sometimes even
funny? How can you, or anyone
for that matter, be offended by
something if it is well-intended
to make you laugh? How can you
be mad at someone for printing
such non-hateful material?
Maybe you should lighten up.
SPORTS EDITOR
The First Amendment to the
Constitution guarantees us all
(especially the press, ha) the
right to free speech. It protects
the trashy joke teller, the unethi-
cal tabloid rag that prints offen-
sive things, the uptight people
("Doctor, the bug up his ass has a
bug up its ass") who are offend-
ed by the first two parties and it
also protects the slobs who say
nothing about anything.
But by writing a letter con-
demning people who say offen-
sive things are you implying that
they should not say them, or are
you saying that they have the
right to say things as long as
those things do not offend you?
We should be especially cog-
nizant of civil liberties, especial-
ly free speech, and the possible
curtailment of them right now.
The road to a servantile and obe-
dient public begins with silence.
Wait, does that mean that I am
actually defending your right to say
that you are offended by jokes and
whatever it is that offends you?
Damn', it does. So !member that.
I'll defend your right lobe offended
if you remember that I have the right
and maybe the obligation to offend
you. It's all part of the dialogue that
is necessary in the United States. So
maybe you should lighten up.
And to prove that we have
that right, the end to the tasteless
joke (I almost forgot that this
was the point).
The penguin's car was quick-
ly towed to the nearest garage
where the mechanic told him he
would need a couple of hours to
check out the car. The penguin,
being a good-natured bird, didn't
complain but wandered off to
find the closest supermarket.
He proceeded to the frozen
foods section and hung out near the
fish sticks. After an hour he got in
the freezer next to the vanilla ice
cream and ate several gallons. Then
he saw the time and went back to
the garage covered in ice cream.
The mechanic walked over to him
wiping his hands and shaking his
head saying, "It looks like you blew
a seal." Blushing, the penguin said,
"Oh, no! It's just ice cream."
Joseph Bethony is a senior jour-
nalism inajor
An "F" for fairness
Case of student confidentiality would hinder education
Your elementary school teachers
undoubtedly had you pass your
spelling test to the kid next to you
for grading. It's common procedure
in grade school. But this could be
changing. Six states have outlawed
this method of student grading and,
depending on the outcome of a
Supreme Court case heard last
week, it could become illegal
nationwide.
It started in 1999 when an
Oklahoma mother sued her local
school district when a classmate
graded her sixth grade son's spelling
test and called out his score, a 47, to
the entire class. She feels that the
student grading practice violated her
son's right to privacy.
According to the 1974 Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA), no school receiving
federal funding can release an
educational record without
parental permission. The question
is, what constitutes an educational
record? A district judge dismissed
the case, stating that spelling tests
are not official educational
records and therefore do not qual-
ify for confidential status.
Undeterred, the mother and her
lawyers marched on to an appeal
court and won. Now it's reached
the Supreme Court.
It's a battle for the right to pri-
vacy versus the right for schools
to autonomously decide how they
will conduct business. But when
you look at the implications of
guaranteeing spelling test confi-
dentiality to every elementary
school child, it becomes a battle
ANDREA
FORICER
THE CORNELL DAILY SUN
for so much more. It could under-
mine the right of educators to do
their job, and the student's right to
learn. The notion that every piece
of paper with a student's name on
it merits classified status is dan-
gerous to our educational system.
If the Supreme Court rules in
favor of the Oklahoma mother, it
could subject teachers to arbitrary
and multitudinous lawsuits.
Lawsuits wouldn't be limited to
elementary schools, either. At the
university level, this ruling could
fundamentally alter the way higher
education operates. If peer grading
is outlawed, the use of undergrad-
uate T.A.s and graders will have to
end. Universities couldn't risk los-
ing a lawsuit to a floundering
chemistry student who felt shamed
in front of his peer T.A. To com-
pensate for ousted undergraduate
T.A.s, more expensive labor would
have to be employed, driving the
cost of tuition ever higher.
A ruling in favor of student pri-
vacy would alter teaching and work
practices, not to mention time-hon-
ored traditions such as the honor
roll and naming of a valedictorian.
These practices could arguably be
deemed illegal. Furthermore, a rul-
ing in favor of the Tulsa mother
could discourage good teachers
from even entering the profession.
It's difficult enough to find
good teachers—let's not scare
them off with lawsuits. It's hard
enough ,.to live on a teacher's
salary—let's not bombard them
with additional legal fees. In the
end, this case could create yet
another factor that deprives the
students of excellent instruction.
As students, working in a group
environment with others in our peer
group, we must accept that other
students may get a sense of our aca-
demic performance. Raising the
standards for student privacy will
only turn the education system into
a hunting ground, subjecting teach-
ers and schools to lawsuits similar
to the malpractice suits that plague
the medical field or the specious
personal injury cases that ail
motorists. Outlawing peer grading
sets a precedent for immoral,
money-hungry parents to sue their
child's teacher. Treating every
rinky-dink spelling test as a confi-
dential document sets up a fear cul-
ture in our schools. Teachers should
have the right to conduct class
without fear of litigation.
This case, demanding confi-
dentiality for every piece of
classroom paper, extends the stu-
dent's right to privacy too far and
at the expense of teachers' rights.
Ironically, a judgment in favor of
students' rights could infringe
upon a student's right to learn. It
would be unfortunate, especially
for lovers of TCAB, undergradu-
ate T.A.s, construction paper
snowmen and the gold star chart.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Of the Arctic
6 Custard
ingredient
10 Wound reminder
14 Pygmy antelope
15 Thaw
16 Hamburg river
17 Like most
windows
18 Consumer
19 Longest period
20 Assets
22 Winter forecast
24 Fruit drink
25 Buffoon
26 Stowe's villain
29 For certain
30 Actress Flynn
Boyle
31 Retreat
36 Fuzzy fruits
39 Pin case
40 Operatic prima
donnas
42 Poet Teasdale
43 Tries out
45 Devastating
disaster
47 Braxton or
Ten nille
49 Long or Newton
50 Classroom
presentation
54 School of
whales
57 Smidgen
58 Happiness
59 Unsparing
61 Work group
63 Land measure
65 Attack
66 Ark builder
67 Caution
68 Contaminate
69 Mah-jongg piece
70 lditarod ride
71 Countertenors
DOWN
1 Daddy
2 Some exams
3 "Peanuts"
regular
4 Lincoln and
Burrows
5 Bunches at the
waist
I 2 5 6 / 8 9 10 II
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2 III
25 26
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6 Ostrich's kin Solutions
7 Painter's base
8 Astronaut turned
senator
9 Walk
10  of Cortez
11 Remove
12 Residence
13 Taylor of The
Nanny'
21 Begot
23 Frail
27 Battlefield doc
28 Gruesome
29 T-bar
31 Risked sum
32 Supped
33 Guardian
34 Artie's Gardner
35 Shaping
machine
37 Taxing agcy.
38 U.S. uncle
41 Bellow and
Kripke
44 Hidden obstacle
46 Bell-like
instrument
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48 Holiday guests,
perhaps
50 Daring feat
51 Vietnam's capital
52 Transfer image
53 Haute, IN
54 Little, in Lille
55 Maine campus
site
56 Pockmarks
60 Calf meat
62 Definite
article
64 Ultimate
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(MAlZCLI 21 -APIZIL 20)
Today is an 8 — If you've
been playing the Lone Ranger,
you may discover that it's nice to
have a sidekick - somebody who
can help you come up with good
ideas and carry them out. Look
around. He or she is nearby.
TAUIZU6
(APIZIL 21 -MAY 20)
Today is a 6 — Your work is
cut out for you, and there's plen-
ty of it. Enough to take on an
assistant? Perhaps. First, get the
routine down. You can interview
helpers tomorrow.
cLIV
(MA r 21 -J 21).
Today is a 9 — You always
express yourself well, but today
you're especially brilliant. You're
practically irresistible, too. It's
your dry sense of humor that
hooks em. Use it wisely.
DIVERSIONS
d012.06COPE..6
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
calcuz
(JUNE. 22-JULY 22)
Today is a 5 — You may be
pooped, but don't quit yet. You
can still scratch a few things off
your lists. Something you've
been worrying about will be eas-
ier to handle today than it will be
tomorrow. Find it, then do it.
LO
(JULY 23-41.1ç. 22)
Today is an 8 -- You have a
front-row seat for all the action.
Volunteer to be part of the steer-
ing committee. Somethilpg' you
were afraid might happeh, could.
If you know in advance what
action to take, it won't be an
insurmountable problem.
V112-qo
(AUc. 23-6C.. T. 22)
Today is a 5 — Something
you learn at work proves to be
helpful at home. Actually, work-
ing at home is an option you
might want to consider if you're
not there already.
LIN2A
(3LPT. 23-OCT. 23)
Today is an 8 --Make contact
with all your informants and find
out what's happening. Sort
through all the gossip, and sepa-
rate fact from fiction. Having
trouble making sense of it? Your
have a better chance of figuring
things out than most.
6C012P10
(OCT. 24-NOV 22)
Today is a 5 — You have an
idea of how things should turn
out. but there may be a gap
between that and where things
actually are. Modify your plans
slightly, and you'll be more
effective tomorrow.
13-17LC 1 71)62 
Today is an 8 — You're not
coming up with all the good
ideas, hut you do seem to be a
magnet for them. Make sure
everybody gets .etedit where it's
due, then hurry 'to try a new
way. This one could be quite
successful.
apzicazkl
(PLC 22-JAN. 20)
Today is a 5 — Conditions
will change in your favor, but
you might feel like it's taking
eons to get there. Actually, it'll
take only a couple of weeks.
Meanwhile, keep slogging
toward victory. Follow a warrior
for peace.
AOLIAIZIU6
(JAN 21 -fLe) 19)
Today is a 9 — Did you get
today off, too? You may be in a
holiday mood, even if you're
back at work. You can probably
get away with it, too. The boss-
won't be watching till tomorrow.
PL5CL6
(FLE5 20-MAJZal 20)
Today is a 6 — If you could
just get through all that paper-
work, you might find some time
for yourself. That's just what will
happen. The fun is coming
tomorrow. Better hurry.
SOY! COM(
QVICiall ply oar
IS on F1414'
Yov 0014r1 kAvE A
()Est() LEW. Dio You
MAKI rigiOSE GDPIES
431e1C0 F0(41
NO,THE
co91.0
ZS ON
www.mainecampus.com
Check out The Maine Campus Web site and use
our forum to tell other students which classes to
look forward to and which to look out for.
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POP Culture&
INfoT4iNmEAT
Tuesday, Dec. 11, is Open Mic Night at the
Stillwater Canal Pub in Memorial Union at 8
p.m.
The UM Oratorio Society will perform J.S.
Bach's Mass in B Minor at the Maine Center
of the Arts on Wednesday, Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m.
"Noises Off" raucous fun Sifting
through
the pop
CAMPUS PHOTOS • FRED NICHOLS
Tim Johnston, as Lloyd, gives direction to fellow actors Briana Geary, as Brooke and Dominik Varney, as Gary, during Act One
of "Noises Off." Below, Selsdon, played by Rick Solomon, offers advice to a less than comfortable Poppy, played by Hanna
Barth. The production continues this week, Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
By Sarah Paul
For The Maine Campus
Once in a while, a show comes
along that makes the audience
laugh from the pits of their bellies
and roll around in the aisles dur-
ing intermission. The School of
Performing Arts and the Maine
Masque's production of "Noises
Off," Michael Frayn's famous
British comedy, is that show.
The show opened Friday night
without a hitch. Director Sandra
Hardy compiled a dynamic cast
and the students who took the
stage at Hauck Auditorium could
have just stepped off the last plane
from London.
The comedic plot unfolds like
a forest fire; it gets hotter and hot-
ter. Sardines fly everywhere as
Freddy, played by Nathan Dore,
searches for his motivation for
each scene and Selsdon, the bel-
ligerent drunk, played by gradu-
ate student Rick Solomon, climbs
through the window bellowing
about the old days of robbing
banks. Or at least when he can
remember his cue.
Although many of the players
claim this to be their first per-
formance at the University of
Maine, the audience would never
have known it until they read the
cast profiles in the program.
Brianne Beck, a senior business
management major, took on the
role of Dotty; Tim Johnston, a sen-
ior electrical engineering major,
tackled the role of Lloyd; and up
and coming first-year student Matt
Hurley made his debut as Tim. 
These three actors hi-Mat
c
energy and laughter to this per-
formance. They stole the show
and left the audience's sides sore
from laughing so hard. Without
their, animated performances, this
show would have royally flopped.
The audience was lucky to have
more of the dynamic duo from last
spring's perfomance of "Cabaret,"
Dominik Varney as Gary and
Jasmine Ireland as Belinda.
Fists were flying, props were
breaking, doors opening and
slamming and cactuses were
being stuck.. you don't even want
to know where.
Briana Geary, in the role of
Brooke, is the perfect crybaby-
drama queen, and Hanna Barth as
Poppy works magic as the flighty
assistant stage manager. The
audience would have loved to see
more of actor Jeremy Towle in his
role as Gerard,
presence is so keen.
The sets, lights and staging of
the performance was superb,
thanks to a hardworking and ded-
icated backstage crew. After all,
without the people behind the
scenes, the show could not go on.
The set, built on a revolving plat-
form, was well designed and visu-
ally pleasing. Half of the per-
formance takes place on the
"backstage" set, while the other
half reveals the set for "Nothing
On," the play that takes place
within the play.
since his stage All in all, "Noises Off' expos-
es the true nature of the behind-
the-scene aspects of a show,
including an eccentric director
and the clashing real-life personal
dramas of the actors and actresses
themselves.
Hardy sums it up in her direc-
tor's note, "The cast you see
before you this evening, this
group who has chosen to be chal-
lenged by 'Noises Off,' has enor-
mous talent, an acute intelligence
and real courage... So what's the
big deal? No big deal. Just
magic."
By Gina Valenzuela
Staff Reporter
So what's up with pop music
today? Or shall I say, what's up
with the boy bands and teeny
bops? It seems like what some
people consider mainstream
music (i.e. not alternative, coun-
try, oldies, etc.) is beginning to
broaden into something much
more appealing and open to a
wider audience.
The radio channels are sifting
out the immature pre-pubescent
teen artists and integrating a
range of musicians to feed their
new definition of mainstream.
One could say this change
came about when country artists,
such as Faith Hill, began jump-
ing radio waves. However, what
I like to call the country pop phe-
nomena didn't catch on so well,
so the brains behind mainstream
went back to the drawing board.
What they came up with was
something very interesting, but
could it work? These musical
magicians crossed classic pop
with alternative style music (as
in what developed out of the
"Grunge"/"Punk garage band"
genre). The result was an edgy
sound that woke up bored pop
fans with a big slap in the face.
Limp Bizkit's rendition of
George Michael's hit "Faith,"
rocked the charts. Young listen-
ers as well as old tuned in to the
old pop song gone hard. Lead
vocalist Fred Durst screams
through the mic, turning
Michael's song into alternative
pop.
Once one alternative band
made it onto the other side, oth-
ers were soon to follow. But,
they choose to tone it down and
quietly slip into pop. Bands like
Creed and Staind, with their
emotional ballads, "With Arms
Wide Open" and "It's Been
Awhile," have integrated into the
pop system. They chose to tread
softly instead, and have been
accepted by the usual audience
of pop (adolescent school kids),
while bringing along their own
fans from the alternative chan-
nels.
As this integration became
accepted, proved by the pop
charts, traditional pop stars got
scared. Artists like Britney
Sea MP se me 14
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A taste of the good life
Burby & Bates hosts wine
tasting at the Black Bear Inn
By Brad Prescott
Opinion Editor
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin
said, "A meal without wine is
like a day without sunshine."
Though the sun had already set
in the afternoon sky when the
doors of the Black Bear Inn
opened Wednesday evening,
the Burby & Bates Holiday
Wine Show left me feeling as if
I'd spent a day in the warmth
of a mid-summer sun.
The annual wine tasting
gala of Orono gave patrons of
the wine and beer store a
chance to sample some of the
finer products sold by Burby
& Bates. Seven tables of wine
and four tables of beer made
for a plethora of libations with
which to tickle the palette, a
selection which aggregated
120 different wines and more
than 50 beers.
"The $15 admission hardly
covers the cost of the room,"
General Manager Pat Wheeler
said. "We do this mainly to
thank our customers for their
business."
It was gratitude well
received. Enjoying the spoils
that employment in the stu-
dent press allows me, I attend-
ed the show alongside an even
attendance of 130 college stu-
dents and area professionals.
The mixed company made for
a wide array of tastes and
preferences, though all were
left with a taste of delight in
their mouths of delight (and
wine, of course).
As a newly-proclaimed afi-
cionado of the spoils of fer-
mented grapes, I indulged pri-
marily in the red wines hosted
by the various distributors. The
selections included offerings
from many California vine-
yards as well as the products of
wineries from Italy, France,
Spain, Portugal, Chile,
Argentina, New Zealand,
Australia and South Africa.
It was hard to deny the
appeal of elite wines like
Mondavi's Reserve Cabernet
Sauvignon or Kenwood's Jack
London, but I was impressed
with the value in the rich
Spanish wines. Vina Borgia
was a popular value red with
its $6 price tag, and the
smooth flavor of Vina Alarba
Old Vine Grenachernade with
grapes from vines of at least
50 years in age is an absolute
delight at $8 a bottle.
After swishing and swal-
lowing countless samples of
wine (I know a true connois-
seur should spit the wine out so
as to not skew his or her judg-
ment, but I wasn't about to
pass up a free buzz), I tried my
luck with a few sips from the
beer tables. Atlantic Brewing
Co. interested me with its bar-
ley wines, not to mention a
root beer that brought tears to
my eyes, but the beer didn't
mix well with a stomach full of
A winter break alternative
By Jason Houle
For The Maine Campus
Bored to tears during
Holiday Break and want to find
something fun to do?
Enter Killington, Vt., the
home of Killington Resorts.
The seven peaks in the heart of
the Green Mountain region pro-
vide those ultimate winter
activities from skiing to snow-
boarding.
But what's so special about a
ski resort in Vermont anyway?
It'll probably end up being just
some boring vacation with the
family, or even if you can man-
age to scrape up a few friends,
you're sure to eventually be
surrounded by screaming little
kids and middle-aged adults.
The answer to this dilemma?
The Collegiate Snowfest.
This five-day package
offered during three different
weeks (Dec. 16 to 21, Jan. 1 to
6, and Jan. 6 to 11) is the perfect
answer to that dull winter bore-
dom. In addition to being sur-
rounded by many other college
students, Snowfest includes a
five-day lift pass, five days of
lodging and a countless number
of freebies and discounts. It
also brings a new definition to
"ladies night," ringing in the
"Girls Rule" week with two-
for-one lift tickets. On top of it
all, it offers a plethora of activ-
ities to brighten up time on the
slopes and spice up the night
life.
During the day, slope-goers
can expect great conditions, big
air competitions and live music.
When the lights go out, the
resort comes alive with endless
theme parties including a "Dark
Side" snowboard party, outdoor
hot tub parties and a bikini and
boxer short party. There's also
plenty of free food and drinks to
be found and a never-ending
supply of 18-plus entertain-
ment. With all of these activi-
ties and many more to be
offered, the Snowfest looks like
a promising destination for
many students this winter
break. And with a price tag of
$319 per person, which
includes everything but the
kitchen sink, it could possibly
be the perfect Christmas present
from the folks and the perfect
cure for the winter blues.
WU', Pliolo • Jui i Ntiot
Tony Couture serves a sample of fine wine to Michael Boland, a local restaurant and theater
owner, Wednesday evening at the Burby & Bates Holiday Wine Show.
wine, and I regretted to largely
neglect the tables.
The Holiday Wine Show
was a great opportunity for a
young aficionado like myself to
sample a variety of wines with-
out breaking my wallet. Going
for free in the name of journal-
ism wasn't bad either.
Extremely knowledgeable and
enthusiastic hosts added
immeasurable value to the
experience. If you missed the
party, many of the featured
alcoholic beverages can be
found in stock at Burby &
Bates. They carry the root beer,
too.
hoc()
Grille
301 North Main Street, Old Town, Maine
Phone-27-8971 (reservations accepted)
Voted 'Best New Restaurant° in 2001 by Market Surveys of America
We serve from our kitchen until 12:30am!
THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE dinners with your college ID.
We feature a different page of the menu each week for this bargain deal ...could be steaks, seafood, pasta, or
burgers and sandwiches. Drink specials all night. Food served until 12:30am - every night,
WEDNESDAY IS LADIES NIGHT & MARTINI NIGHT!
40% off entrees for the ladies!
Our entire martini menu - and a few new ones- offered in sample sizes at great prices!
A Goal time to try our Signature Chocolate Martini. (Did you kncw that Chocolate is an aphrodisiacff)
SUNDAY
Put the books down and relax with a cold Sam Adams
Draft Beer for $2.00. We'll have football on the
big big screens, a featured Sunday omelette, and
appetizer combo platters are featured every Sunday.
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
HALF PRICE APPETIZERS& $2.00 DRAFT BEERS
Wheothe game kids off so do S2 draft Beers
When thenes a touchdown - there's half priteapotizerst
Whi not cheer for both Nan to score.
Serving great food and drink for Lunch and Dinner every day.
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POP from page 12
Spears and N'Sync with their
Mickey Mouse Club past decid-
ed to take off the mouse ears and
grow up. Britney choose a
seductive tone, while the boys
explored a somewhat
techno/club sound. This has
seemed to keep them up to date
on the new pop scene, but will it
last?
Or has pop begun a change
that no one can stop?
The kiddy phase is over. Pop
listeners are looking for some-
thing else, and they seem to have
found it with an alternative beat.
Even the so-called King of Pop,
Michael Jackson, has had his
music, what I like to call, alter-
natized. Alien Ant Farm took
Jackson's classic, "Smooth
Criminal," and turned it into a
hard crowd banging song.
So, I ask, is what our genera-
tion knows as pop dead?
Yup.
It's out with the boy bands
and in with guys sporting scruff
and raging voices. Of course the
youngsters will mingle around
for awhile, but soon enough
they'll get off the court and let
the real players do their thing.
Under his spell
CAMPUS PHOTO • BRYAN MATLUK
The audience participates Wednesday night at the Marco the Magician show. Marco is a University of
Maine alumunus from the class of 1980. The show focused mainly on audience participatory hypnotism.
Among various hypnotic demonstrations, Marco made seven students forget their last name, sleep on com-
mand and be tickled by an imaginary tickle gun.
Yuletide concert a pre-holiday treat
By Erin Desroches
For The Maine Campus
This year's 23rd Annual
Yuletide Concert was a combina-
tion of talent and a grand number
of participants. The Yuletide
Concert, held in the Maine
Center for the Arts Wednesday
night, was a combination per-
formance from all the universi-
ty's choir groups.
The Collegiate Chorale,
directed by Heidi Corliss and
accompanied by Laura Artesani,
began the show with "Jubilante
Deo" by Laszlo Halmos. It was
a beautiful song, performed a
cappella. However, its beauty
was somewhat hurt by an alto
singer who began making faces
at the audience early on and con-
tinued to do so throughout the
rest of the performance.
"Behold, My Love, How
Green the Groves" by James
Mulholland was the Chorale's
second selection. Despite the
powerfully emotional crescendos
in this piece, it ended on some
very soft notes. At times, in this
piece and the others, the sopra-
nos seemed to overpower their
notes.
With Nate Leland on bass gui-
tar, and soloists Suzanne
Bongiorno and Moira Reilley,
"Swing Down Low" was a great
peppy upbeat song to end their
performance.
Next the Athena Consort per-
formed, directed by Kevin Birch,
with Laura Artesani accompany-
ing. The Athena Consort is made
up of 12 women, 11 of whom
were on stage. They performed
four songs including "Make a
Wish for Me on Christmas," "My
Love Walks in Velvet," "Draw
Near, 0 Sabbath Bride" and
I Keep from"How Can
Singing?"
The Athena Consort main-
tained a good balance between
the altos and sopranos, and befirwt
parts were heard distinctly
throughout all their songs.
The University of Maine
Black Bear Men's Chorus
thrilled the audience with their
first song of their first perform-
ance, "Do You Hear What I
Hear?" arranged by Harry
Simeone, with words and music
by Noel Regney and Gloria
Shayne. In this rendition,
Thomas Schmidt helped out with
percussion, which made it more
interesting.
Their first song was sung
warmly and one could establish
that the men really wanted to be
singing in their first perform-
ance.
The Men's Chorus was direct-
ed by Daniel Williams, with
Clayton W. Smith as accompa-
nist.
Their second song was
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening," with music by Randall
Thompson. This song began
ght and airy, only to end only
with the piano on a somewhat
depressing note.
The Men's Chorus ended
with "The Impossible Dream."
The song came across very
strong.
The Oratorio Society, with
Ludlow Hallman as conductor,
Daniel Williams as assistant
airector, and Laura Artesani as
pianist took the stage next with
their work in progress "Mass in
B minor Gloria in excelsis et in
terra pax" by Johann Sebastian
Bach. The full song will be per-
formed on Wednesday, Dec. 12
at 7:30 p.m. in the evening.
Conducted by Dennis K. Cox,
accompanied by Laura Artesani,
the University Singers began
their portion of the concert with
"A Jubilant Song." This piece
was loud, powerful and at times
overwhelming, but very impres-
sive overall.
Emily Cain, a senior vocal
music education major conduct-
ed the next song, "There Shall A
Star Come Out of Jacob," by
Felix Mendelssohn. Cain is an
assistant conductor, hailing
from Kennebunk, Maine. The
song itself was very dreary and
sad, but the singing sounded
full.
The University Singers' last
piece, "Peter, Go Ring Dem
Bells," had a much faster tempo
and filled the whole MCA with
voices.
The choirs combined for a
spectacular first song in which
the members all entered with a
flashing light to symbolize stars.
"Still, Still, Still" was both
soft and pretty, and it enter-
tained the audience with the
flickering stars.
"Silent Night" was sung in
both German and English, as the
conductors and directors all
took turns during the next nine
songs, including all-time
favorites such as "The First
Noel," "Joy to the World," "0
Holy Night" and "Handels
Messiah," also known as the
"Hallelujah Chorus."
Art show an eccentric mix of video, audio and text
By Rachel Kennedy
Staff Writer
Christmas records, noticeably
trampled, served as the pathway to
an art collaboration of three students
in 217 Lord Hall Thursday night.
"This particular performance
was a one-time deal but we work
together a lot," visual artist David
Colagiovanni said. 'The most inter-
esting thing about working together
is that it's a combination of the
efforts of a visual, textual and audio
artist"
'The main focus of Thursday's
show was the media and its presen-
tation of factual information.
Created by the audio artist Paul
Bosse, the record walkway served
dual purposes.
"It makes you question things
before you enter the room," Bosse
said. "We need to reevaluate our
way of looking at Christmas. We
act blindly a lot because of tradition,
doing the same thing this year as we
do every year. And at the same time,
[having to walk over the records]
symbolizes our society becoming a
digital one, walking over the ana-
logue, the past."
Matthew Riche, a fifth-year
English major and textual artist, cre-
ated poems from newspaper head-
lines and read them from a stool.
Imitating an anchorman, he played
• •
with the typewriter on the desk in
front of him and recited juxtaposed
headlines into a microphone that
hung over a light fixture above him.
"A lot of times the media dis-
torts the original message.
There's always more to the story
than they tell you," said
Colagiovanni, a fifth-year art
major and visual artist.
Colagiovanni played with cam-
era angels and posited Riche's
image on various walls and televi-
sion boxes. Adjusting the sole light
in the room, Colagiovanni made
Rich accessible and user-friendly.
The audience's eyes focused intent-
ly on Riche from several rows.
•
Taking care of all audio aspects,
Bosse recorded, re-recorded and
adjusted sound quality at his discre-
tion. The occasional audio hum was
symbolic for some.
"I think [the buzzing] was a
commentary on the monotone of the
media and its invalidity," said
Bangor-area musician Alan Cook.
"Sometimes the news becomes a
drone in your head."
Riche said he wasn't attacking
the media, but merely opening our
eyes to its ways, as we should ques-
tion everything.
"I have nothing against the
media," Riche said. "I think the
media are fabulous. In Russia they
very much censored stories and
there always was a threat of being
put in jail...My poems were created
to show what a person would think
after picking up the newspaper."
After 45 minutes of poetry
recitation, the one light turned off to
provide a blanket of darkness.
Leaning against the walls and each
other, audience members saw Riche
take a sip from his bottle of White
Merlot, pull a cigarette out of his
pack and into his hand and then get
up and walk out of the room.
Apparently, the show had ended.
"You have to remember, there's
always more to the story,"
Colagiovanni said.
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DJ Micro (upper left) traveled from New
York Thursday night to Ushuaia in
Orono, spinning progressive trance to a
full house. DJ Griff (above, upper right)
filled the dance floor with hard house,
warming up the crowd.
AT USHUAIA
CAMPUS PHOTOS • SCOTT SHELTON
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MEN'S HOCKEY from page 20
Boston College goaltender Matti
UMaine's 5-2 win. Colin Shields
After scoring the goal, Voce
was checked hard into the
boards in the corner by Prestin
Ryan. Ryan received a 5-
minute major for instigating
the heated shoving match that
ensued. Voce had to leave the
game for about ten minutes
while they stitched the cut over
his eye.
"It was a cheap shot," Voce
said.
Robert Liscak gave UMaine
a 1-0 lead 11:38 into the first
period when Todd Jackson
broke in down the left wing,
beat both BC defensemen,
faked out goalie Tim Kelleher
and then fed the puck to Liscak
for the tap-in.
After falling behind, Cohn
Shields tied the game on the
CAMPUS PHOTO • SCOTT SHEITON
Kaltiainen makes a save during Friday's game in Alfond Arena. Kaltiainen made 29 saves, not including the one above, in
scored two first period goals for the Black Bears.
power play. He scored on a slap
shot from the top of the left face-
off circle that deflected in off
Kelleher's leg pad.
Michael Schutte scored at
16:11 on a power play to put
UMaine ahead again, 3-2. He
took a feed from Martin Kariya
behind the net but his shot was
stopped so he chipped the
rebound over Kelleher from his
knees.
Both Yeats and Kelleher made
spectacular saves through the
third period and overtime to
come away with the tie. Yeats
stopped 35 shots, while Kelleher
made 23 saves.
Michael Schutte said penal-
ties cost UMaine a win.
"That's not Maine hockey," he
said. "We need to look at our-
selves in the mirror and fix the
problem."
Interim head coach Tim
Whitehead echoed those senti-
ments.
"We got three out of four
points against a good team," he
said. "But they gave us an oppor-
tunity to steal two more points
tonight, and we gave it right back
to them."
On Friday, UMaine used two
goals from Shields and a one
goal, two assist effort by Schutte
to get a 5-2 victory.
Shields opened the scoring
only 1:20 into the game on a slap
shot from the blue line, beating
Matti Kaltiainen glove side after
a BC defenseman deflected the
shot.
"When you shoot the puck,
anything can happen," Shields
said. "To score, you need to put a
lot of shots on net, so that's been
my tactic over the last few years
of juniors, and now at college."
After Ales Dolinar tied the
score on the power play,
Shields, who scored his 16th
goal of the season on Saturday,
put UMaine back ahead at
13:20, after he found a loose
puck off an offensive zone face-
off. He quickly wristed the puck
by Kaltiainen.
Schutte scored the eventual
game-winner 1:39 into the third
period. He grabbed a rebound
from a Kariya shot and stuffed it
in to put UMaine up 3-1.
Voce cut it to within one
again, at 5:41, but Niko
Dimitrakos put things away at
8:01 with a stellar goal.
"I said to myself, 'I've got to
score this goal," Dimitrakos
said. He scored on a backhander,
almost from the goal line. He put
the puck over a falling
Kaltiainen. The shot then
deflected off the far post and into
the net.
Ben Murphy iced the game
with a goal at 11:48.
UMaine netminder Mike
Morrison was the biggest key in
the game for UMaine, stopping
21 shots, including many incred-
ible saves in the second and third
period with the game still in
doubt.
"I tried not to focus on the
score," Morrison said. "I found
that it helped. I didn't get nervous
or worry more about the shots."
CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-
W-TH; 866-3033
••••••••••••••••••
Gay/Les/Bi/Trans/Questio
fling? Coffee Talk--207
Little Hall. Every Tuesday
7p.m.-8:30p.m.
i00008000000000000
TRAVEL
Spring Break with STS,
Americas #1 Student Tour
operator. Promote trips
on-campus, earn cash and
free trips.
Info/Reservations 1-800-
6 4 8 - 4 8 4 9 .
www.ststravel.com
••••••••••••••••••
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1-800-234-
7007 or
endiesssummertours.com
• 00000000000000000
Spring Break-Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun
and Jamaica from $459.
Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More!
Organize small group-
earn FREE trips plus com-
missions! Call 1-800-GET-
••••••••••••••••••
SPRING BREAK INSANITY!
WWW.INTER-CAMPUS.COM 
OR CALL 1-800-327-6013
GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES! ALL TOP DESTINA-
TIONS! FIFTEEN YEARS
EXPERIENCE! REPS WANT-
ED-FREE TRIPS!
•••••••••••••••••
HELP WANTED
how @ our table in the
Union 12/14 11-2 RGIS
#945-6131 EOE.
••••••••••••••••••
FOR RENT
2 BR Apts-Dec/Jan open-
ings. Next to Um. Rent
starts @$524/mo. Al utll
included. #866-4300 EHO.
••••••••••••••••••
Clean, quiet, sunny 2 bed-
room. $400/month
+utils+security. Call #866-
3531.
••••••• ••••• ••••• •
EARN $$ during break! Maine Campus Advertising! Call
Start @ $8/hr. Find out
581-1273 for more information!
0000000000001,00000
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Advertise
in the
Classifieds
Our SpecialRate
is
31ines....
2 days....
$9.00!
Call 581-1273
today!
000000400000000000
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Women's hoops sweep through tourney COMING UPBy Eric Russell
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine
women's basketball team may
have been overshadowed by
some other important Black Bear
teams this weekend, but that's
OK. Coach Sharon Versyp's team
still managed a strong showing at
the Lady Hatter Classic in
Deland, Fla., winning two games
to improve its season record to 5-
3.
While the football team was
in Iowa fighting to stay alive in
the playoffs and the hockey team
was facing rival Boston College
in a home series, the basketball
team was miles away in sunny
Florida, wrapping up its third
tournament in three weeks.
UMaine dominated Georgia
Southern University, winning
71-54 on Saturday behind a sea-
son-high 18 points from sopho-
more forward Heather Ernest.
The Black Bear defense was the
story over the weekend, as it held
Georgia Southern to 28 percent
shooting from the field.
UMaine jumped out to an
eight-point halftime lead on
Saturday, and never let the
Eagles back in the game. The
Black Bears committed a season-
low 13 turnovers.
Sophomore guard Me1is0
Heon continued her hot play,
scoring 15 points and grabbing
eight rebounds while playing a
season-high 37 minutes. First-
year guards Missy Traversi and
Kim Corbitt also reached double
figures in scoring for the Black
Bears. Traversi had 12 points and
Corbitt, who was starting her
third consecutive game, had 10.
But Ernest really gave the
Black Bears a boost, notching
her second double-double of the
season, with 11 rebounds to go
along with her 18 points. Six of
those rebounds came on the
offensive glass and Ernest was
also a perfect 8-8 from the free-
throw line. The preseason All-
Conference choice has scored in
double figures in each the last
four games, averaging 14.5
points and 8.5 rebounds per
game during that stretch.
Shawnica Hill led Georgia
Southern with 14 points as the
Eagles fell to 2-5 on the season.
Alie Rousseau chipped in with
11 and Mimi Lindsey had a
game-high 13 rebounds.
UMaine opened the tourna-
ment Friday with a solid 78-62
win over host Stetson University.
The Black Bear defense shut
down the Hatters in the first half,
holding Stetson to just 20 points
while staking a 23-point halftime
lead. Heon scored nine points
before the break as UMaine oui-
shot Stetson 50 percent to 23 per-
Cent from the field in the first
half.
The Hatters fought back in the
second half, cutting UMaine's
lead to 14 with four minutes to
play. But the Black Bears would-
n't let them get any closer.
UMaine sank eight of eight free
throws in the final three minutes
to seal the victory.
Ernest had 10 points and
Veilleux eight in the second half
to lead the Black Bears.
UMaine forced 24 Hatter
turnovers, while committing,
only 15. Five players scored in
double figures for the Black
Bears, led by 15 from Veilleux,
who also pulled down a team-
high nine rebounds. Ernest had
14 points, in just 19 minutes, and
Heon and Traversi added 13
apiece. First-year forward
Monica Peterson rounded out the
scoring with 11 points and seven
rebounds off the bench. Corbitt
finished with a season-high
seven assists.
Stetson was led by guard
Kristy Brown, who scored a
game-high 17 points, including a
perfect eight of eight from the
free-throw line. Ginny
Bencivenga added 11 for the
Hatters, who managed to shoot
just 36 percent from the field,
and dropped to 2-4 on the year.
The Black Bears return home
to host Dartmouth College
Tuesday night in Alfond Arena.
UMaine has three more non-con-
ference games before they open
America East play Jan. 3, at
home against Binghamton
University.
FOOTBALL from page 20
following the game. "Then we
turned the ball over a couple of
times and things snowballed on
us."
The Benge touchdown would
provide all the momentum UNI
would need, scoring on their next
two possessions while the Black
Bears struggled playing from
behind.
UNI finished the scoring
when Ken Harris picked off an
Eaton pass and returned it 47
yards for a touchdown making it
56-28. It was UMaine's third
turnover of the game.
"They made the plays and we
didn't," Cosgrove said.
UMaine kept pace with the
home squad early with the same
balanced attack that had gotten
them in to the playoffs, scoring
their points by marching down
the field with a mix of power
running and play action passing.
Gomes had touchdown recep-
tions of 18 and 3 yards to close
out Black Bear drives and senior
tight end Chad Hayes had one of
his best games of the season
with 7 catches for 74 yards.
Hayes also caught the touch-
down pass that tied the game at
28 with 4:23 remaining in the
third quarter.
Eaton finished with with 29
completions in 44 passing
attempts for 330 yards. He was
intercepted once.
Freshman running back James
Henry (15 carries for 76 yards
and one touchdown) showed
flashes of his potential, but as the
game wore on, it became clear
that the Black Bears missed the
contribution of UMaine's third
leading rusher in history,
Royston English. English, nurs-
ing a bruised foot was expected
to play but "he just couldn't go,"
Cosgrove said.
"[English's absence] affected
us a little bit," Eaton said.
Starting free safety Dave
Cusano also missed the game
with a knee injury but his
replacement, Jarrod Gomes,
filled in with a team-leading nine
tackles. Amid the injuries and
setbacks, coach Cosgrove
expected more from his team.
"We had bigger plans, and this
hurts quite a bit."
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Men's basketball at Norfolk State
7 p.m.
Women's basketball vs. Dartmouth
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 15
Women's basketball at Fordham
TBA
Sunday, Dec. 16
Women's hockey vs. Harvard
2 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 22
Women's basketball vs. Rhode Island
1 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 23
Men's basketball at Massachusetts
2 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 29
Men's hockey vs. Ohio State
Everblades Classic - Estero, Fla.
730 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 30
Men's basketball vs. Brown
1 p.m.
Men's hockey vs. Cornell/Northern Michigan
Everblades Classic - Estero, Fla.
4/7:30 p.m.
The School of Perforinng Arts & Maine Masque present
Dec. 74. 14-15 - 7;30 PM
Doc. 9 & 1$ - MOO PM
Maui* Auditorium
Ticket SS
Ullaimi Oudot**
lotio: 5111-1755
OFroctod by Som.& MOW,
W4tt b1 44,
14.410.11tst..iPOW& IN*
Warryn Cynter
*Alm
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UMAINE
FOOTBALL
2001
The team, picked in a pre-
season poll to finish eighth
in the Atlantic 10, won
seven conference games
and a share of the league
title. These already
unprecedented feats were
eclipsed on Dec. 1, when
the Black Bears won the
program's first postseason
game ever. With only seven
players graduating, UMaine
football looks forward to
continued success.
PHOTOS BY (CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT): GREG BROWN (WATERLOO-CEDAR FALLS COURIER); JULIE ALI'F.NHOFF (THE
MAINE CAMPUS); JULIE ALTENHOFF; FRED NICHOLS (THE MAINE CAMPUS); GREG BROWN; FRED NICHOLS
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Women's hockey sweeps Wayne State
By Matthew HrItz
For The Maine Campus
Two games. Two wins.
You would think the coach of
the University of Maine
women's ice hockey team (7-7-1
overall, 1-5-1 in ECAC East
play) would be happy, right? But
that's not the case. Despite 4-3
and 6-0 wins against Wayne
State University (3-12-2, 0-3-1)
head coach Rick Filighera wasn't
ecstatic with his team's perform-
ance over the weekend.
"I absolutely thought we did-
n't play well this weekend at all,"
Filighera said.
The Black Bears lacked zip
in their game, did not get
enough pucks in deep and did
not do enough back checking,
according to Filighera.
"After last weekend (against
Dartmouth) I think we stepped
back a little bit again," Filighera
said.
In Saturday's game, the teams
skated to a 1-1 tie after the first
period. After a scoreless second
period, both teams combined to
score five goals in the third peri-
od.
At 2:25, sophomore forward
Meagan Aarts broke the tie
with an assist from sophomore
forward Karen Droog. Droog
then got her second goal of the
game, unassisted, at 9:12 to put
the Black Bears up two goals,
3-1.
Less than two minutes later,
the Warriors got a goal from
Heidi Burns off assists from
Brooke Needer and Kelly
Zamora.
UMaine captain Kelly Nelson
scored at 15:04 to get the Black
Bears back up by two, but more
than a minute later Wayne State's
Arnie Hickerty scored to make
the score 4-3.
Wayne State goaltender
Tianna-Anne Thibideau made 30
saves for the Warriors, while
sophomore Lara Smart made 23
stops.
In Friday's game, freshman
forward Andrea Steranko and
Droog combined to score five
goals to lead the Black Bears to a
6-0 victory.
Steranko scored a hat trick
for UMaine, starting her scor-
ing quickly as she got on the
board at 2:58 in the first period
off assists from senior defense-
man Tracy Caridade and fresh-
man forward Cheryl White.
About five minutes later,
Steranko scored again with
help from White and freshman
forward Tristan Desmet.
Droog scored two goals in the
second period, the first at 2:55
off an assist from Aarts and again
at 10:31 with help from Aarts
and junior forward Jain Sjogren.
Streanko completed the hat
trick with 56 seconds left in reg-
ulation off assists from fresh-
man forward Rebecca Culver
and junior forward Cailee
Heggestad.
Wayne State goalie Anna
Vander Mariere made 31 saves
for the Warriors, while Smart
COLUMN from page 20
Selig to be testifying to
Congress that his teams aren't
making money. There is a rea-
son for that, and that reason is
that you are paying a lot of
guys between $10 and 25 mil-
lion per season. I shouldn't
have to pay more money every
year to sit in the center field
bleachers at Fenway Park to
watch a Red Sox game just
because the salaries of these
players are skyrocketing out of
control.
Jesse Ventura has got it
right about Selig. He's crying
that his teams won't make
money without help, but he
seems to be completely unwill-
ing to balance the field of play
with revenue sharing or a
salary cap of any kind.
Selig couldn't make the
team he owned, the Milwaukee
Brewers, have success finan-
cially or on the field. How in
the world does anybody expect
him to bring financial success
to Major League Baseball as a
whole?
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Andrea Steranko punches the first goal home 2:58 into the
first period of Friday's 6-0 shutout of Wayne State.
made 20 stops for the Black
Bears.
Starting Smart in both games
this weekend was Filighera's
attempt to find a No.1 goalie for
the team and reward her for her
recent success.
"Lara has been playing well
in her previous three games,"
Filighera said. "Her stats speak
for themselves."
Smart is 3-1-0 with a .935
save percentage, and a 1.70
GAA.
Next Sunday, the Black Bears
continue their home stand as they
entertain a tough Harvard club
(5-5-1, 3-1-1).
"We got to play 10 times
better next week to even have
a chance of being in that
game," Filighera said.
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Beat up in the Hawkeye State
University of Northern Iowa rolls to 56-28 win with 35 second-half points
PHOTOS (FROM '1•01) BY: LAURA KRASTEL (NOR I HER IOWAN); GREG BROWN
(WATERLOO-CEDAR FA1.I.S COUR1ER).
Above: UMaine wide receiver Stefan Gomes is tackled by
two Northern Iowa defenders.
Below: Tight end Chad Hayes is downed in the end zone.
By Ryan Waning
For The Maine Campus
The University of Northern Iowa scored five touchdowns in the
second half to turn a 21-21 halftime tie into a 56-28 rout before a
crowd of slightly less than 10,000 at the UNI-Dome in Cedar Falls,
Iowa, ending the University of Maine football team's season. The
Black Bears finished with a 9-3 record, its best since 1989.
The Panthers (11-2) move into the semifinals, and will face top-
seeded Montana (13-1), in Missoula, Mont., a 49-24-winner over Sam
Houston State on Saturday.
The turning point came in the third quarter with the score still tied
at 28. UMaine junior linebacker Rob Kierstead intercepted a hurried
Griff Jurgens pass over the middle and returned it 11 yards to the
Panthers' 35.
On what could have been the Black Bears' go ahead drive, junior
quarterback Jake Eaton was sacked on the first play and then threw
two straight incomplete passes.
On a critical fourth-and-12, Eaton threw a pass to Stefan Gomes
but Northern Iowa defenders double-teamed him and were able to
keep him from catching the ball. Gomes finished the game with 14
catches for 174 yards, but 10 of those receptions were in the first half
of the game.
On the Panthers next play from scrimmage, UN! scatback Adam
Benge cut back through the middle, broke five tackles and raced 63
yards for a touchdown giving Northern Iowa a 35-28 lead that it
would not relinquish.
"We couldn't stop them," UMaine head coach Jack Cosgrove said
See FOOTBALL an page 17
UMaine takes three of four points from BC
By Jeff Mannlx
Staff Reporter
It was old-time University of
Maine vs. Boston College hock-
ey this past weekend.
Physical play and great indi-
vidual efforts were the order of
the day at Alfond Arena as
UMaine (8-5-3 overall, 4-2-1 in
Hockey East) took three of four
points from the Eagles (8-6-2, 4-
4-1), winning on Friday night 5-
2 and tying 3-3 on Saturday.
Saturday's game took on a
nasty tone. BC's Tony Voce tied
the game for the Eagles with
only 2:48 left in the third period
after returning from receiving six
stitches over his right eye.
Sloppy play in the UMaine
zone allowed BC to keep the
puck in the zone, allowing Voce
to get open in front of UMaine
goaltender Matt Yeats. He beat
Yeats through the five hole with
a forehand for the tying goal.
"We'll take the tie at this
place," Voce said.
Voce had given BC a 2-1 lead
at 3:57 of the second period on a
shorthanded goal, only 14 sec-
onds after Ryan Shannon had
tied the score with a 4-on-4 goal.
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Contract
this, Selig
By Jeff Mann Ix
Staff Reporter
Well, once again, I find
myself at odds with Major
League Baseball Commissioner
Bud Selig.
His announced plan for Major
League Baseball to buy and fold
two franchises looks like it may
be delayed now, which is good.
But, contraction shouldn't be
happening at all.
Not now, anyway.
Not to say that contraction
isn't an answer down the line
somewhere, say three to five
years, but certainly not right
now.
I'd rather see Major League
Baseball go the route of the other
professional sports leagues and
have franchises that aren't doing
well simply pick up and move to
a different city, where they might
have a better chance for success,
both financially and on the field
of play.
The NBA has recently seen
the Vancouver Grizzlies move to
Memphis. The NHL has seen the
Hartford Whalers move to
Raleigh, N.C., and the Winnipeg
Jets move to Phoenix, all in the
last five years. Many Canadian
teams are still in danger of leav-
ing for U.S. cities where money
is worth more and there is more
of it around. The NFL has lost
two teams from the second
largest market in the U.S.; the
Rams and the Raiders left L.A.
for St. Louis and Oakland
respectively. In the last six years,
the Houston Oilers went to
Nashville, Tenn., and the
Cleveland Browns moved to
Baltimore.
There are other markets out
there that would like to have a
Major League Baseball fran-
chise. And baseball could suc-
ceed in these markets.
Washington, D.C. has had base-
ball on two separate occasions
and would like a team to play
there again.
Orlando, Charlotte, Portland,
Ore., and Nashville would also
be viable places for a franchise to
succeed.
It would make a lot more
sense to simply move the
Montreal Expos, for example, to
one of these cities, see if they can
get their attendance and quality
of play up and then re-evaluate
things. If teams that are not suc-
ceeding move to different cities
and still can't make it, that's
when you start folding franchis-
es, but not before.
It's also just wrong for Bud
See COLIMA aa page 19
